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Abstract

We study the influence of the off-shell structure of the nucleon electromagnetic vertex on proton-proton bremsstrahlung
observables. Realistic choices for the off-shell behavior are found to have considerable influences on observables such as
cross sections and analyzing powers. The rescattering contribution diminishes the effects of off-shell modifications in
negative-energy states. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.

PACS: 13.40.Gp; 21.45.qv; 24.10.Jv; 25.20.Lj
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1. Introduction

The on-shell nucleon-nucleon T-matrix can be
determined rather accurately in elastic scattering ex-
periments, but in calculations of nuclear properties a
knowledge of the off-shell interaction is required.
One of the simplest processes that can be used to
extract from experiment information on these off-

Ž .shell effects is proton-proton bremsstrahlung ppg .
The influence of off-shell effects in the interaction
on ppg observables is intimately related to off-shell
effects in the electromagnetic nucleon vertex as in-
vestigated in this work. These off-shell effects enter
in addition to corrections due to meson-exchange
currents, isobar components and relativity which have

w xbeen considered elsewhere 1–3 . Since off-shell ef-
fects cannot be measured directly, their interpretation
is not unambiguous. In the concluding remarks this
point is addressed.

The problem of off-shell form factors in the g NN
vertex has been faced in different ways. In one

w xapproach 4,11–13,5 one uses dispersion integrals to
relate the imaginary part of the vertex, arising from
inelastic processes, to the real part which now ob-
tains an explicit dependence on the invariant mass of

w xthe nucleon. An alternative approach 6–9 is to
dress the vertex explicitly with one-loop corrections.
Also from chiral-perturbation theory estimates can
be obtained on the dependence of the off-shell form

w xfactor near the on-shell point 10 . The different
approaches give considerable differences in their
predictions. For this reason we propose a
parametrization of the off-shell form factor based on
a low-energy behavior.

We investigate effects of off-shell form factors on
observables in proton-proton bremsstrahlung within

w xthe fully relativistic framework developed in Ref. 2
using the nucleon-nucleon T-matrix of Fleischer and
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w xTjon 14 . The effect of the form factor on observ-
ables is discussed in terms of the coefficients of our
parametrization and it is found to be large for realis-
tic parameters.

2. The electromagnetic off-shell form factors

The most general structure of the nucleon-nucleon
w x 1electromagnetic vertex for the real photon reads 4 :

G W ,W X s Lr W eg F r s W ,W XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ým m 1ž
rssq ,y

s qn
mn Xr sqik F W ,WŽ .22m

qq m F r s W ,W X
Ls W X , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .3 /

or equivalently

G W ,W X s pu k eg Ak l W 2 ,W X 2Ž . Ž .Ým m 1ž
kls0,1

s qn
mn Xk l 2 2qik A W ,WŽ .22m

qq m Ak l W 2 ,W X 2 puX l , 2Ž . Ž .3 /
Ž . Ž .where e m is the proton charge mass and k is the

anomalous magnetic moment. In the formulas above
Ž . X Ž . Xthe initial final proton has momentum p p ,qsp

X X2 2( (yp is photon momentum, Ws p ,W s p . The
"Ž . Ž . Ž .operators L W s "pu qW r 2W project on

positive- and negative-energy states of the off-shell
proton with invariant mass W. The functions

r sŽ X. k lŽ 2 X 2 .F W,W or A W ,W are the electromagnetici i

off-shell form factors of the nucleon. In the present
discussion we present the results for the general fully
off-shell form factors since these are required in the
calculation of the rescattering diagrams.

Time reversal requires symmetries among the form
r s Ž X . sr Ž X . r sŽ X .factors, F W ,W s F W ,W ,F W ,W s1,2 1,2 3

srŽ X . Ž .yF W ,W . From the equivalence of Eq. 1 and3
Ž .Eq. 7 one deduces immediately that

F r s sA00 qr W A10 qs W XA01 qr s W W X A11 ,i i i i i

with r ,ssq,y, 3Ž .

1 w xWe follow the notations of 15 for the g-matrices and smn

k l 2 Ž X.2 r swhere A are functions of W and W . F thusi i

obey the following symmetry relation

F r s W ,W X sFqq r W ,s W X . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .i i

Therefore, it suffices to know Fqq only.i

For calculations of physical processes with a real
r sŽ X.photon, F W,W s0, due to transversality of the3

Žphoton. In addition, for the half-off-shell vertex W
X . r sŽ X.sm or W sm , F W,W s1, as a consequence1

w xof the Ward-Takahashi identity 13 . We will adopt
r sŽ X .this value as an approximation for F W,W also1

for the full-off-shell vertex. Therefore, from now on
we will focus on the magnetic form factors

r sŽ X. r sŽ X.F W,W and call them F W,W for brevity.2

In our bremsstrahlung calculations we are inter-
ested in photon energies up to 150 MeV. Although
this region extends beyond the applicability of low-
energy theorems, one may still use a Taylor series
expansion to determine the most important aspects of
off-shell form factors. From a Taylor expansion of
the bremsstrahlung matrix element around the on-

Ž X .shell point WsW sm one finds that the leading
order contributions are determined by two parame-
ters: the slope

XqqE F W ,WŽ .
ks

E Wrm XŽ . Ws W sm

XqqE F W ,WŽ .
s , 5Ž .XE W rm XŽ . Ws W sm

qyŽ X. yqŽ X.and the value of F W,W and F W,W at the
on-shell point,

kysFqy m ,m sFyq m ,m . 6Ž . Ž . Ž .

Henceforth, we will use the values for k and ky to
compare the different models for off-shell form fac-
tors. In all our calculations the experimental value
for the anomalous magnetic moment of the proton
will be used, ks1.79. We will also impose that Eq.
Ž .1 reproduces the standard electromagnetic vertex

qqŽ .with all the particles on-shell and thus F m,m s
1.

One approach to calculate off-shell form factors is
wthrough the application of dispersion relations 11–

x13 . The real part of a form factor is related to the
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integral of the imaginary part which in turn is related
to a total cross section by unitarity. This should give
a model independent estimate of the form factor
since the total cross section can in principle be
measured. However, for the evaluation of the inte-
gral the cross section at very high energies is re-
quired, which is unknown. Related to this, the con-
vergence of the dispersion integral is unclear and
several subtractions may be necessary. These un-
knowns are reflected in a rather large range of values
deduced for k and k . Threshold dominance assump-

w xtion was adopted in Refs. 11,13 to compute imagi-
nary parts of the form factors. It led to the values

y w x w xk s24 and ks2.2 in 11 . In Ref. 13 instead
kys14 was obtained. The value of k is not given in
this reference, but seems considerably larger than the

w xvalue quoted in 11 . If more subtractions are needed
to make the dispersion integrals convergent, these

w xvalues are not even predicted anymore 12 .
A self-consistent model for the form factors near

the on-shell point can be obtained from next-to-lead-
ing-order Chiral Perturbation Theory. The isovector

w xpart of k was calculated 10 to be equal to 2, with
the isoscalar part being negligible in the chiral limit.
This approach does not predict ky.

Near the on-shell point one expects that off-shell
corrections to the vertex are calculable in a one-loop
model. Naus and Koch did calculations with a domi-

w xnant contribution from the one-pion loop 6 , where
the pseudoscalar pion-nucleon coupling was used.
Values ksy0.38 and kys6.88 are inferred from
this model. Another qualitative model was developed

w xin Ref. 9 . There, the loop comprises nucleon and a
‘‘dressing’’ scalar meson of mass 0.8 GeV. This
model predicts values ksy0.24 and kys1.53. A
more realistic approach including the vector-meson
dominance model was presented by Tiemeijer and

w xTjon 7 . It leads to ksy0.23 for the pseudoscalar
coupling and ksy0.32 for the pseudovector one.
Ž y w x .The value of k is not presented in Ref. 7 . In an

w xanalogous framework 8 also the D-isobar degree of
freedom was included in the one-pion loop. This
model gives rise to values of approximately zero for
both k and ky.

The main conclusion we draw from this short
overview of the results on the form factors is that a
consensus is lacking. For this reason we have adopted
an ad hoc parametrization of the form factors, based

on the low energy expansion, with k and ky as
parameters. As was shown above, it is enough to

qqŽ X .parametrize the form factor F W,W only,

Fqq W ,W XŽ .
Wym a Wqa W X

1 2
s1q ž m m

W X ym a W X qa W1 2
q /m m

2 22 2X2 2< < < <W ym q W ymŽ . Ž .
= exp y .4ž /2 dm

7Ž .
The constants a and a are easily expressed through1 2

the parameters k and ky discussed above

ksa qa , kys1q2 a ya .Ž .1 2 1 2

The exponentially decreasing factor was included to
ensure that the form factors do not grow like W 2 at
infinity. At the value of the constant d used in the
calculations, ds0.5, this exponent is of a minor

Žimportance for the observables see discussion of the
.results below .

Since the values of k and ky differ considerably
for the various approaches to the form factors, we
performed calculations for the following two differ-

Ž yent choices of the parameters note that ks0, k s1
and 1rds0 corresponds to ignoring all off-shell

.dependence ;
Fy ks0 kys0. For this choice of parameters the

role of the negative energy states is emphasized
since near the on-shell point Fqq is not af-
fected but Fqy and Fyq are. This parametriza-
tion will be referred to as ‘‘Fy ’’ and is close to
that following from the one-loop model of Ref.
w x8 .

E Fqks2 kys1. For this case the anomalous mag-
netic moment for negative- and positive-energy
states is the same, but with a linear dependence
on the invariant mass near the on-shell point.
This parametrization is thus referred to as
‘‘E Fq ’’. The value ks2 is taken from chiral

w xperturbation theory 10 . Since this approach
y y qqŽ .does not predict k , we put k s1sF m,m

in order to reduce the number of independent
parameters and to make it complementary to the
previous choice.
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3. Results and discussion

In the calculations we used the approach devel-
w xoped in Ref. 2 , based on a fully relativistic t-matrix

w xof Ref. 14 in which a complete account is given of
relativistic effects. The rescattering contribution was
included in the calculations, which was shown to be
crucial for a correct treatment of negative-energy
states. Corrections due to meson-exchange currents
and the isobar degree of freedom were not included.
These are not important for investigating the influ-
ence of possible off-shell effects, but will be for a
definitive comparison with the data.

Fig. 1 shows that the off-shell effects change the
cross section up to f 15% for the E Fq-case and f
30% for the Fy-case. The effect is even larger for

the analyzing power at a wide range of photon
angles. Corrections are seen of the order of f 30%
for the E Fq- and f 25% for the Fy-calculations.
We checked the effect of the parameter d as well.
Increasing d has negligible effects on the observ-
ables: less than 2% for d varying from 0.5 to 1000.
The latter value corresponds to the practical absence
of the exponent in the parametrization of the form
factors.

To investigate whether the off-shell effects found
are due to the one-boson-exchange kernel or they
originate from the full complexity of the t-matrix, we
calculated the cross section with and without off-shell
corrections in Born approximation using a one-bo-
son-exchange interaction including p-, r-, s-, v-,
h-, and d-mesons, referred to as the OBE-model.

Fig. 1. Influence of the off-shell nucleon electromagnetic form factor on the observables as function of the photon angle. T is thelab

incoming proton energy in the laboratory frame, u and u are the outgoing proton angles. The two upper panels show cross sections; the1 2
Ž . Ž .two lower ones show the analyzing powers. The solid dotted lines correspond to the calculations without with including off-shell effects.

The two left panels correspond to the Fy-case of parametrization; the two right ones to the E Fq-case. The data are taken from the TRIUMF
w xexperiment 16 .
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The coupling constants were taken the same as in the
kernel of the t-matrix. The result for the cross section

Žis shown in Fig. 2 the analyzing power is zero in the
.OBE model . It is seen that the effects are of the

same order of magnitude as in the full calculations
shown in Fig. 1. In detail there are however large
differences, while in the full calculations the effects
of ky are large this is not the case in the OBE-model.
It should be noted that in the OBE-model rescatter-
ing diagrams should not be included to satisfy cur-
rent conservation.

To obtain a better understanding of these off-shell
effects we have investigated them in a low-energy
approach. The low-energy theorem for the

w xbremsstrahlung processes 17 states that in the ex-
pansion of the cross section in the small energy q of
the radiated photon,

s0 2ss qs qqs qq s q PPP , 8Ž .1 2 3q

the terms s and s are uniquely determined by0 1

on-shell quantities such as the nucleon-nucleon phase
shifts. It means that any off-shell effects may con-
tribute only to the coefficients s , s , and terms of2 3

higher order in q. Since the derivation of the low-en-
ergy theorem relies primarily on current conservation
it applies to both the full and the schematic OBE-
model calculations. Within the one-boson-exchange
model, we investigated analytically the q-depen-
dence of the difference Ds between cross sections

with and without the off-shell corrections. In a low
energy expansion of Ds , we were retaining only
leading orders in q and p rm, p being thee x t e x t

general notation for the initial and final proton three
momenta. The leading off-shell contribution was
found to be proportional to q for both the E Fq and
Fy cases, i.e. Dssqs qq2s q . . . , in accor-2 3

Ž .dance with the low-energy theorem. Let Ds meson
denote a part of Ds that comes from the exchange
of a particular meson. We found that for every

Ž .meson, Ds meson is proportional to q with coeffi-
cients strongly dependent on the structure of the
meson-nucleon coupling. More specifically, for the
E F q-case of param etrization, the ratio

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ds r rDs v f Ds r rDs p f 2. For the
F y-case, the v -m eson dom inates, w ith

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ds v rDs r f Ds v rDs p G 10, depend-
Ž .ing on photon angle. At the same time Ds v is of

the same order of magnitude for both the E Fq- and
the Fy-cases. Since the contributions of the different
mesons add up constructively for the E Fq-case, after
summing up all the mesons, Ds in the E Fq-case is
much larger than Ds in the Fy-case as also seen in
Fig. 2.

The large differences in the effects of the various
mesons-exchange contributions can be traced back to
the structure of the nucleon vertex. For example,
both the v and the r are vector particles but the v

couples to the nucleon via a rather pure vector-cou-
Ž .pling g while for the r-meson there is a strongm

Ž n .tensor component s q . It can be shown analyti-mn

Fig. 2. The same as the upper panels of Fig. 1, but calculated in Born approximation using a one-boson-exchange interaction.
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cally that for a pure vector coupling the two choices
for the off-shell form factor considered have identi-
cal effects on the cross section. Adding a tensor
component breaks this equivalence of the E Fq- and
Fy-parametrizations already for the vector mesons.

For a proper description of the off-shell effects in
the electromagnetic vertex it is necessary to include
the rescattering contributions. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 3, where the dependence is shown of Ds on
the photon energy for the calculations based on the
full t - matrix. These calculations were done at
T s280 MeV and photon angle u s58. The pho-lab g

Ž .ton energy was varied by changing the equal angles
of the outgoing protons from 338 to 438. Comparing
the full calculations for the Fy and E Fq cases, we
see that at low photon energies the off-shell effect
coming form the negative-energy part of the vertex
is much smaller than that from the positive-energy
part, which is consistent with our findings in the
one-boson-exchange model and appears to be due to
the smallness of the v-exchange contribution for the
full result. Even though in the present calculations
rescattering gives a similar suppression of the effect

w xin negative-energy states as that of Ref. 2 , the
w xsituation is qualitatively different here. In Ref. 2 the

effect of negative-energy states in the convection
current was studied, where current conservation was
shown to put strong constraints on the leading order
effect. In our case the magnetic part of the vertex is
addressed, where arguments based on current conser-
vation do not apply. In spite of this, still the rescat-
tering contribution is responsible for a strong cancel-
lation of the effect of negative-energy states. At the
same time, the contributions to Ds from negative-
and positive-energies are comparable with each other
when the photon energy becomes larger than 100
MeVrc, which corresponds to the kinematics in
Figs. 1 and 2. It also follows from Fig. 3 that no
contribution of the off-shellness shows up either in
the constant s or in the singular term s rq in Eq.1 0
Ž .8 , which implies that the calculations fulfill the
low-energy theorem.

We also did similar calculations for T s500lab
Ž .MeV not shown here . We found that the off-shell

effects on the observables are larger, but only by at
most a factor 1.5, compared to the calculations at
T s280 MeV.lab

In the present investigation we focussed attention

Fig. 3. The dependence on the photon energy of Ds , the differ-
ence between cross sections with and without the off-shell correc-
tions to the g NN-vertex. All plots are obtained in the calculations

Ž .with the full t-matrix. The dash-dotted dotted line corresponds to
the calculation where only the single scattering diagrams were

q Ž y .taken into account, for the case of the E F F -parametrization.
Ž .The solid dashed line is the calculation including the rescattering

q Ž y .contribution, for the E F F case.

to the off-shell structure in the nucleon-photon ver-
tex. The off-shell structure of a vertex can however
not be linked directly to observables. As was shown

w xin 5,18 it is possible, by field transformations, to
transform off-shell effects in a three-point vertex into

Ž .higher-point vertices contact terms . For the present
case this implies that in observables one is sensitive
to a product of the off-shell structure of the T-matrix
and that of the photon vertex. One could obtain the

Ž .same predictions with some sort of new meson-
photon-N-N four-point vertex. In this paper we have
shown that observables in proton-proton
bremsstrahlung are sensitive to the off-shell struc-
ture, an effect which has not been considered before.

In conclusion, we investigated the effects of the
off-shell electromagnetic structure of the nucleon on
observables in proton-proton bremsstrahlung. We
used a parametrization of the nucleon electromag-
netic off-shell form factors based on its general
properties and with values consistent with model
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calculations. We found a sizable influence of these
off-shell effects on the observables, in particular on
the analyzing power.
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